
ETHICAL DILEMMA IN BUSINESS CASE STUDY

CCAB Ethical Dilemmas Case Studies for Professional Accountants in Public Practice On the one hand, it is good
business practice to work closely with your .

The repute of the organization is tarnished by these frauds and organizations suffer huge amount of losses
because of these frauds and their customer base are reduced because of this. During the audit of a subsidiary of
an important client Mr. To avoid meeting with the union official is not acceptable, but the meeting can pose a
number of potential problems. Athens State University Abstract This case study describes the dilemma faced
by the General Manager of a three-section division in a large federal bureaucratic organization that has a
powerful and aggressive Union presence. The case study is appropriate for both college and university
undergraduate and graduate classes in the areas of management, industrial psychology, labor-management
relations, organizational behavior, etc. A in respect of the current ethical dilemma. Further complicating
matters, a long-time friend, Kim Price, was hired into your division approximately two and a half years ago as
B section chief. Specifically, in order to achieve the required fuel efficiency, Volkswagen engines were
emitting the chemical nitrogen oxide at 40 times the legal limit. He had discussed the report released by
Senator Lee Metcalf which covered the biasness of accounting firms towards their clients with various
partners of the firm and got the impression that the partners strictly believed in the ethical and moral
representation of clients. When confronted with evidence that it had engaged in this unethical behavior, the
company dug itself into an even deeper ethical hole by denying that the situation was intentional. A does not
comply with the instructions and submits a report pointing out the overstatement of the balance sheet amount
as the difference in the amount is substantial. Another window dressing approach is used through short term
borrowing and the short term borrowing is made just before the date on which the balance sheet is drawn. In
the similar manner it can be said that organizational culture is important in both the short and the long run.
The case could also be utilized to supplement and enrich employee and management training programs in
large and small organizations. You and your three friends exited the bar as quickly and unobtrusively as
possible. International companies like Volkswagen already face the challenge of building products that
comply with multiple government regulations. Your immediate supervisor, the Deputy of your division, has
confided to you that the Chief of your organization is scheduled to retire in less than three months. B disagrees
with him and asks him to leave the problem and issue a clean report. The second option entails that Mr. It
should also be noted that it has become more important for auditors to follow the code of ethics especially
after the implementation of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act which requires the auditors to strictly follow the code of
ethics under section U. A but he has quite strong personal ethical values which create a dilemma for him and
he is now confused whether to ignore the actions of his superior and let the unqualified audit report pass on to
the superiors or report the situation to the superiors. In most cases people get confused about what decisions to
make which are acceptable and ethical to all entities and individuals affected by the decision. Therefore, it can
be clearly said that the influence of organizational culture is huge on the organizations decision making. Two
weeks ago you and Kim attended the Virginia Tech game in Blacksburg, Virginia, along with some other
friends from work. During the ensuing legal actions and news reports, this setup became known as the defeat
device because it's sole purpose was to defeat the required internal environmental emissions controls. This
lesson examines the financial and reputational costs of the Volkswagen emissions cheating scandal.


